The meeting was called to order by the president Don Kern of yesterday's minutes was postponed.

Publications Board presented their recommendation to Central Board to increase Kaimin editor salaries from $35.00 a month to $70.00 a month and Business Manager salaries from $25.00 to $50.00 a month. Also to pay the Associate Editors a small salary of $10.00 a month each.

Reinemer, retiring editor, asked for the increase in view of the number of hours required to do a good job of editing. This does not allow for time to carry a full academic load, thus, the editor must either go one or two extra quarters or fall low in grades. He also said the associate editors could not be expected to spend a lot of hours each week on the paper with no compensation. Reinemer asked for the following wages:

- Editor - $100.00 a month and take not more than 10 credits a quarter.
- Associate Editors - $10.00 a month

Kern stated he did not believe in the policy of paying salaries to students engaging in student activities which he considered the Kaimin to be. He felt Central Board would be setting a precedent by raising the salaries which we would not be able to follow up because of the many different things the limited budget must cover. Kern felt the present salaries would cover the expenses of an extra quarter in school and that by paying the associate editors a small compensation they could be given more responsibility, thus, freeing some of the editors time for school work.

It was suggested a bonus might be paid out of the Kaimin profits each year or perhaps a portion of the Kaimin reserve fund could be used to pay these salaries.

No final decision was reached so final action was postponed until next week.